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Abstract: In order to transform cities into more liveable, safe, and sustainable places, we must
shift our mobility paradigms. As one auspicious concept amongst novel intelligent transportation
systems, personal rapid transit (PRT) disaggregates urban transportation into small, electric vessels
that are centrally operated on dedicated infrastructure, yielding the potential to make public transit
more convenient, affordable, and sustainable all at once. In light of this, we examined the potential
performance of PRT in a medium-sized German city. Utilizing the traffic simulator SUMO, as well as
a specifically developed open source mobility scenario consisting of infrastructure and travel demand,
we assessed the level of service and efficiency. We found that a fleet of 30 vehicles can serve the
mobility demand of the chosen city while passenger waiting times are guaranteed to stay below three
minutes. Vehicle occupancies can be doubled when coordinating vehicles between stations instead
of letting them idle randomly. Furthermore, our results show that different combinations of system
designs and operating strategies succeed in meeting typical performance requirements—for instance,
an operating strategy where unoccupied vehicles idle randomly can effectively compensate for a
reduced fleetsize. Depending on the preliminaries of specific cities, such as the availability of space,
travel behavior, political background, or acceptable investment and operational costs, a matching
transportation system can be designed around the quantitative findings obtained in this study.

Keywords: intelligent transportation systems; PRT; public transit; microsimulation; SUMO; level of
service

1. Introduction

Recent developments require fundamental shifts in the way we transport persons and
goods in cities. Environmental aspects such as air pollution or greenhouse gas emission
catalyzed by sociodemographic trends leading to increased urbanization call for new
mobility concepts. Although approaches such as gradual electrification or the launch of
small-scale sharing offerings pose a promising and practicable solution for the mid-term
future, they ultimately do not suffice. In order to transform cities into more liveable, safe,
and sustainable places, we must shift our mobility paradigms. PRT poses a promising
solution for the future of transportation. PRT is based on small electric vehicles with a
capacity of two to six persons that operate on demand and are centrally organized on
dedicated infrastructure, grade-separated from any other traffic, with speeds of up to
60 km h−1 and capacities of up to 10,000 passengers per hour [1–3]. The highest comfort
and privacy are achieved by assigning vehicles to single users or groups of users on
demand. The trip times are short as there are no intermediate stops between the origin
and destination of a trip and there is no inference with other traffic. Through the omission
of staffing costs for drivers as well as significant reductions in capital expenditures for
infrastructure compared to light rail transit (LRT), the launch and operation of PRT systems
is financially attractive for municipalities and fares can be kept low [4]. Grade-separated
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guideways can either be achieved by elevating them or by repurposing existing road
infrastructure by erecting separations. Both options yield noteworthy amounts of flexibility
regarding installation requirements (curvatures typically less than 10 m [4]), as well as the
possibility of an extension of the network at a later point in time [5].

The general idea of PRT dates back to 1964 [6] and the aforementioned variety of
potential merits is well known. However, only a handful of systems are operational today
and the concept’s breakthrough has not yet happened as many projects are disregarded due
to uncertainties concerning this new technology, flawed designs, skyrocketing development
costs, political issues, or regulatory hurdles [4,7,8].

Within the last decades, circumstances have changed drastically. Major technical
advances such as the advent of autonomous vehicle (AV) or the widespread availability
of fast wireless communication combined with a societal awareness of the necessity to
implement more sustainable transportation systems have created a starting position better
than ever for PRT. Therefore, this work opts to provide insights into PRT technology by
utilizing state-of-the-art methodology and parameters. Utilizing the traffic microsimulation
Simulation of Urban Mobility (SUMO), we conducted a case study for the city of Bad Hers-
feld in Germany. We set up a simulation allowing for the automated variation of multiple
parameters defining the system components infrastructure, vehicles, and operations. We
thereby relied on an open source simulation scenario. The novelty and contribution of
this study is a comprehensive analysis of a variety of PRT system parameters and their
interconnections, including infrastructure and operational organization. This analysis was
conducted using a real-life case study. In contrast to previous studies aiming to find the
singular best overall solution for a respective problem, we show that comparable results
regarding efficiency and service quality can be obtained utilizing different configurations
(e.g., number of vehicles vs. number of berths at stations). While trends such as the pro-
portionality of the vehicle number and quality of service are known, our results shed new
light on the topic by quantifying them within a typical application scenario. The produced
findings allow for a better understanding of the complex transportation system, yielding
a large number of input parameters regarding vehicles, infrastructure, and operational
organization, and serves as a basis for future research.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. First, Section 1.1 provides a
comprehensive overview on PRT literature. Section 2 gives an overview of the considered
case study with all facts relevant to the design and evaluation of a PRT system for Bad
Hersfeld, Germany. Subsequently, a simulation environment for the modeling of PRT
systems based on the existing SUMO simulator is introduced in Section 3, before Section 4
presents the obtained simulation results for a variation in possible system design parame-
ters, including variations in the fleet size and operational strategies. This work is concluded
by a discussion and conclusion on the matter in Section 5.

1.1. Related Literature

As PRT research has been ongoing for over five decades, there is extensive litera-
ture with differing focuses. Our goal in this study is to gain insights into the manifold
interactions of PRT system parameters, including, e.g., infrastructure, fleet composition,
and operational strategy. We conducted a case study to demonstrate the applicability of the
results. In order to allow for a substantiated understanding and placement of the present
study, we provide a comprehensive literature review, including case studies, investigations
of specific components, and economic as well as comprehensive system analyses.

Different authors conducted case studies examining the feasibility of such concepts in
specific environments. Those studies usually provide an overview of the cost and system
performance. However, case studies focus on one single system configuration (usually
the proposed system of a company) with singular adaptions, e.g., fleetsizing, and do not
vary parameters such as the operational organization. Castangia et al. [9] simulated a PRT
system for the whole Middle Eastern city of Masdar, which was designed on the drawing
board. They developed a suitable concept mainly focusing on the level of service, which
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was eventually implemented. A case study on PRT at the harbor area of Rotterdam was
conducted by Li et al. [10]. By means of a cost-effectiveness analysis, they optimized the
trade off between the customer waiting time and system costs. Four municipalities in
the San Francisco area recently conducted a comprehensive analysis on the feasibility of
PRT [11]. They developed a conceptual system based on the product of Glydways, which
they examined in detail with respect to technology readiness, scalability, costs, and return
on investment. Among the study’s results, the authors named environmental sustainability
and cost effectivity as well as congestion relief. Muller et al. [12] directly compared PRT to
LRT. The PRT system outperformed the existing LRT solution regarding the level of service
and trip times, as well as capital and operational costs, which could be fully amortized
by fare-box revenues. In a report for the New Jersey Department of Transportation [13],
the results stated that PRT could potentially improve the quality and quantity of public
transport (PT) services while reducing the costs, congestion, and environmental impact.
However, major challenges to its implementation, such as a lack of engineering experience
and expertise, open technology development, and missing standards, were identified.
In another study on the viability of personal rapid transit in New Jersey [14], a demonstrated
full-scale deployment was identified as the missing piece to showcase the benefits of PRT,
conduct further research, and establish technology readiness. They estimate the costs
as USD 50–100. Sarkar and Jain [15] utilized inputs in the form of demand, operational,
and financial parameters in order to perform a sensitivity analysis, assess the financial
viability of projects, and benchmark their approach on data from Amritsar and Trivandrum.
Singh and Gupta [16] critically reviewed the ability of PRT to solve present challenges in
urban mobility, such as the sustainability, congestion, road safety, and economic viability of
PT systems. They concluded with the recommendation of deploying PRT as a feeder for
longer distance modes of transport, such as railways.

Another large branch of publications aims to develop optimal solutions to particular
system components, such as stations and intersections, operational organizations, such
as vehicle assignment or empty vehicle management; as well as vehicle development.
Arslan et al. [17] identified the main guideway capacity and fleetsize, as well as station
capacity, as key elements for the capacity of PRT systems. Using the microscopic traffic sim-
ulation Vissim, they investigated a total of five station layouts, respectively, with different
parameters, such as the number of berths. They found that serial station designs yield the
highest capacity despite their comparatively simple concept. Another analysis of station
capacity was conducted by Schweizer et al. [18]. The authors compared serial and sawtooth
configurations and provided specific recommendations for different space constraints and
demand scenarios. Lowson [19] examined the throughput of PRT stations under peak de-
mand conditions by researching the UlTra PRT system at London Heathrow. He concluded
that, with an optimized design, a five-berth station can serve up to 600 vehicles hourly.
Grabski and Daszczuk [20] identified the network structure, maximum velocity, and num-
ber of vehicles as key elements that decide the capacity of PRT. Their goal was to quantify
the impact of intersection priority rules on the passenger waiting time, which they used as
a metric for the overall system capacity. Their results showed that intersection management
is relevant in congested conditions. Shiao et al. [21] presented a technical implementation
of vehicle-to-vehicle communication specific to PRT vehicles used to realize cruise control
and merging. Operational organization was proven to be important in centrally controlled
vehicular systems. Schweizer et al. [22] developed a method to route empty and occupied
vehicles in a PRT based on linear programming models. They proved how their method is
useful when trying to identify network bottlenecks by benchmarking it with a microsimu-
lation. An optimal heuristic for empty vehicle management in the specific case of PRT was
also investigated by Daszczuk [23]. Their solution can be applied to further applications
in transport systems, such as the matching of vehicles and requests or making space for
arriving occupied vehicles. Vehicles themselves have been thoroughly studied as well.
Kozowski et al. present a multi-body simulation used to perform parametric sensitivity
analysis [24], as well as a specific recommendation on the development of vehicles with
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rubber tyres running on dedicated guideways [25]. The interactions of PRT vehicles and
the infrastructure was modeled and simulated in depth by Choromanski et al. [26]. They
derived concrete requirements for vehicles, as well as guideway infrastructure. A system
optimal for covering distances too long to walk but too short to use motorized modes of
transport in the form of PRT is presented by Hollar et al. [27]. They described how they
developed the effective and low-cost automated transport solution, including detailed
solutions for navigation, collision avoidance, and further mechanical parts of the vehicle
and guideway. Others emphasize the cost assessment of PRT or PRT systems, as well as
business models suitable for the concept of the system. Mittelman et al. [28] performed a
detailed techno-economic analysis of PRT, focusing on capital costs as well as operating
costs based on tractive, auxiliary, and parasitic energy requirements. They calculated an
energy consumption of 0.08kw h per person-kilometer and energy costs of USD 0.031 per
person-kilometer. Focusing on possible business models specifically suitable for the char-
acteristics of PRT, Liu et al. [29] presented a detailed review. The authors identify several
relevant stakeholders that must be accounted for: local authorities, operating company,
technology developer, supplier, infrastructure supplier, managing consultants, and, finally,
the government, all of whom are important in this complex kind of private–public partner-
ship. Tahmasseby and Kattan [30] identified PRT as a prospectively sustainable transport
solution due to its low energy consumption and noise pollution, and therefore conducted
a comprehensive comparison of the system with gondolas in Vissim. They calculated
the business cases for a span of 30 years and found that the examined systems differed
widely in terms of their capital cost, maintenance and operating cost, capacity, and their
anticipated benefits. Literature assessing PRT systems in a broader context serves as a
foundation of the present study. Leveraging state-of-the-art simulation approaches, authors
managed to produce valuable insights into techno-economic aspects of PRT transportation
systems. Aiming at developing a comprehensive, common benchmarking scheme for PRT,
Mascia et al. [31] introduced key performance indicators, such as vehicle utilization, the
traveled distance, and the level of service (waiting time and delays), and used them to
analyze system parameters such as the fleetsize and headway between vehicles. These
can be used to design future transportation systems. Concrete benchmarks for evaluating
PRT systems were introduced by Mieścicki and Dszczuk [32]. These were presented in the
form of three specifically defined systems that can be used to evaluate the performance of,
e.g., algorithms for operational organization (empty vehicle movement, etc.). Developing
their own discrete-event PRT simulation model, Müller and Sgouridis [33] managed to es-
timate the impact of different vehicle allocation algorithms, charging strategies, and vehicle
occupancy rates, as well as system behavior in peak load scenarios. Their tool helps in
evaluating various assumptions and system designs. El Ayashe et al. [34] used a simulative
approach and indicators such as the average waiting time, percentage of people who have
to wait for a vehicle, and the occupancy rate to find the parameters that have the biggest
impact on the system performance. They identified the vehicle speed and ridership as
key factors.

1.2. Research Motivation and Objectives

In the previous paragraph, we provided an overview on existing literature inves-
tigating PRT. Related literature can be clustered into four groups: case studies looking
at specific systems in specific conditions, work on the optimization of particular system
components such as stations or intersections, studies emphasizing the costs of the novel
transportation systems, and, finally, studies analyzing PRT in a broader, generalized context.
We consider our work to belong to the latter, even though our analysis is based on a case
study. We do not aim to develop or present a new transportation system but to provide
numerical insights into the effects of different parameters applicable to most PRT systems,
independent of their respective final technical designs, which have previously been studied
isolated from each other. Although the analysis of specific technical solutions is necessary
in order to develop innovative mobility systems and to finally bring them to the market, we
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believe that it is equally beneficial to establish a broad understanding of a system’s qualities
and characteristics in order to facilitate its real-world implementation. We therefore present
a generic simulation framework and method for an analysis for said systems. Our goal
in this study is to gain insights into the manifold interactions of PRT system parameters,
including, e.g., infrastructure, fleet composition, and operational strategy. We conducted a
case study on a realistic scenario to demonstrate the applicability of the results and decorate
our findings with tangible numbers.

2. Case Study

This work analyzes PRT system designs using a practical case study that is motivated
by expected traffic changes in the city of Bad Hersfeld in Hessen, Germany. This section
provides a description of this case study with regard to the study area and overall scenario
(Section 2.1), the expected travel demand to be met by the system (Section 2.2), and the
employed PRT graph (Section 2.3) as considered in the subsequent simulation.

The present study was conducted based on an open source scenario by DLR [35] and
an own extension that is also publicly available [36].

2.1. Study Area and Scenario

Bad Hersfeld is a medium-sized city located in the center of Germany. It houses
approximately 30,000 residents and its surroundings are of a mostly rural characteristic.
Despite its comparatively small size, Bad Hersfeld is an important regional center for the
surrounding smaller villages and cities. Among other factors, its regional hospital attracts
traffic from inside and outside Bad Hersfeld and makes the study region interesting from a
transportation engineering perspective. This case study was especially motivated by the
planned expansion of the local hospital, which is expected to bring increases in traffic vol-
ume of up to 40% [37]. One possible solution to the new situation is posed by PRT, which is
considered due to its potential to provide a high-capacity public transport with a high level
of service at attractive capital and operational costs. Hence, the meaning of this case study
is twofold: first, a possible design solution for Bad Hersfeld was developed and analyzed
and, second, general system designs and parameters, as well as their interdependencies,
were evaluated, shedding light on similar PRT system designs in a prototypic way.

2.2. Travel Demand

The expected travel demand for this case study was based on works by DLR (Deutsches
Zentrum für Luft- und Traumfahrt) as a part of the traffic scenario for Bad Hersfeld [35].
Using the activity-based multi-modal scenario generator SAGA [38], travel patterns specific
to PRT on a working day were developed based on the existing and forecasted population
and mobility needs. The travel demand consists of employees and visitors of the hospital
and accounts for 2024 trips over the course of 24 h. The temporal distribution of trips
can be seen in Figure 1. Due to the setup of SAGA, each trip has a corresponding return
trip, meaning that there are no secondary activities leading to chained trips. The spatial
distribution of the total demand in the form of an origin destination matrix (ODM) is
shown in Table 1. The average in-vehicle trip time is 145 s for an average distance of 1630 m,
leading to an average speed of 40.5 km h−1. The total distance covered by customers over
the course of 24 h amounts to 3300 km.

Table 1. ODM with complete travel demand of 24 h.

Station Hospital Schildepark Parking North

Station 0 506 0 0
Hospital 506 0 458 50
Schildepark 0 458 0 0
Parking North 0 50 0 0
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Figure 1. Temporal distribution of departing trips over the course of 24 h.

2.3. Station Locations and Graph of the Network

In order to serve the expected additional traffic demand due to the extension of the
hospital, suitable locations for the PRT stations have to be found. In consultation with the
city of Bad Hersfeld, four places for stations were chosen. In addition to one at the hospital
itself, there is one next to the train station of Bad Hersfeld in order to realize an easy access
to the hospital by public transport. A third one is placed in the north of the city, mainly
for people traveling to Bad Hersfeld by car. The last station is near a local park called
“Schildepark” in the inner city. The graph implemented in SUMO additionally contains a
depot next to the station Schildepark. This depot was utilized as a parking space in the
simulation and would, in practice, be used as a workshop and charging facility.

During the design process of the network topology connecting the four stations, two
contradicting objective functions were taken into account. The total length of the network
was supposed to be minimized, as well as the average traveling time of the customers. As
aforementioned, PRT infrastructure can be implemented by repurposing streets or setting
up elevated guideways. In both cases, it is reasonable to assume already existing streets for
cars, bikes, or pedestrians as potential installation space. In order to optimize the graph of
the guideways, a multi-commodity flow problem was developed based on the formulation
from Zheng et al. [39]. The respective result was collaboratively modified in an iterative
process with the city of Bad Hersfeld to incorporate specific properties of the city that are
not modeled in the optimization problem. The final network topology, realized in SUMO,
can be seen in Figure 2.

The average distance between two stations is 1.9 km. Due to the single-lane tracks,
the distance between some stations is quite large. The largest one is the track length from
the station in the north to the train station with 3.4 km. In contrast, a vehicle drives only
approximately 520 m from Schildepark to the train station.
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Figure 2. Stations and connecting graph of the proposed PRT system in Bad Hersfeld.

3. System Simulation

The subsequent section describes the methodology developed and used to conduct the
simulation study. We used the microscopic, open source traffic simulation Eclipse SUMO
developed by DLR [40,41]. The simulated system consisted of three main components:
vehicles, infrastructure, and operations. Those three components, as well as the considered
parameterizations, are described in the following paragraph. We evaluated the performance
of the configurations resulting from fully factorial combinations of the aforementioned
parameters using a specifically modeled synthetic travel demand spanning over a full day.

3.1. Vehicles

The microsimulation of vehicles consists of two main parts: the definition of static vehi-
cle parameters, as well as the car-following model determining the dynamic behavior of the
vehicle within the simulation. The parameters used in our simulation are listed in Table 2.
The values represent a combination of requirements by ASCE’s APM Standards [42] and
values used in previous studies [18], as well as practical figures from existing systems [11].
All PRT vehicles were equipped with SUMO’s taxi device in order to facility the on-demand
functionalities [43]. We did not consider ride-sharing, meaning that the vehicles did not
make detours or stop to pick up further customers besides the one initially on board. As per
the definition of PRT, we assigned a personal vehicle to each person. In practice, each
simulated person could also be a group of up to four persons, which is the seat capacity of
current PRT vehicles [44–46].

Table 2. Parameterization of the vehicles and the corresponding car-following model.

Parameter Value

Vehicle width 1 m
Vehicle length 2.5 m

Car-following model Krauss [47]
Maximum speed 13.89 m s−1

Acceleration 2.5 m s−2

Deceleration 3.5 m s−2

Emergency deceleration 3.5 m s−2

Minimal inter-vehicle gap 1 m
Tau 1

Sigma 0
Vehicle mass 500 kg
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3.2. Stations

We approximated the stations as well as the process of boarding and alighting by
combining existing components of SUMO, such as bus stops and parking areas. Neglecting
the in-detail simulation of different station layouts is reasonable under the assumption
that the demand in our scenario constantly stays below worst-case station capacities. PRT
station capacities range between 400 and 900 persons per hour [17,18] and therefore exceed
the present demand significantly at any time.

The underlying station scheme is similar to previous implementations in SUMO [48];
however, utilizing recently introduced standardized elements is novel and greatly simplifies
the simulation process. As depicted in Figure 3, the stations in our simulation consisted of
two PT stops, respectively, for arrivals and departures, as well as parking areas in between.

Figure 3. Schematic layout of a PRT station using SUMO’s elements.

The simulation setup developed for this case study [36] extends an existing open
source simulation scenario published by DLR [35], which includes a refined road network
of Bad Hersfeld exported from open street map (OSM). The stops are connected to this
network exported from OSM via access lanes. This solution allows for the embedding of
arbitrary transportation networks without risking interference with exported networks that
might occur when, e.g., joining junctions. We left the specified number of berths within the
simulation constant over the course of the full factorial simulation to avoid adjustments
of the PRT network between simulation runs, but controlled the maximum number of
vehicles that were allowed to stop at respective stations using SUMO’s Python interface
TraCi [49]. The boarding time was set to 20 s and alighting time to 10 s via the taxi device of
the vehicles. Those times exceed the estimates by Schweizer et al. [18], and therefore can
be seen as a pessimistic assumption.

Besides stations, the network contained one depot where vehicles could be parked in
case they were not needed within the system.

3.3. Merges

By definition, zipper merges are the only type of intersection to be present in a PRT net-
work. This requirement arises from minimal inter-vehicle headways, which are necessary
to provide high-capacity transportation systems, as, e.g., four-way intersections, would
require a portion of vehicles to stop and cause queues. SUMO allows for the modeling
of the PRT merges using its preconfigured intersection type zipper. Dedicated merging
control algorithms are potentially necessary once operating at the capacity limit of the
network. However, this situation did not occur in the present study due to the underlying
demand patterns. Such algorithms can be found within the simulation framework that we
published [36] and can be deployed in case of different demand scenarios.

3.4. Fleet Organization/Operation

Fleet operation and organization defines how the vehicles move on the given in-
frastructure and is, therefore, a key element of an efficient transportation system. Our
approach incorporated multiple parameters that are defined and explained in the follow-
ing paragraph.
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3.4.1. Fleetsize

The number of vehicles deployed as part of a transportation system is a key component
as it will influence various decisive factors, such as capital costs and the level of service [50].
There are various algorithmic solutions aiming to find the optimal fleetsize for a PRT
system [4,51–53]. However, we chose a different approach, as optimizing the fleetsize a
priori requires us to specify most or all other system parameters beforehand, and, therefore,
interactions of said variables cannot be investigated. Instead, we introduced the fleetsize
as a variable simulation parameter in order to explore interactions with the other system
attributes. Upper and lower boundaries of, respectively, 50 and 15 vehicles, were set
empirically and were later verified when analyzing the simulation results.

3.4.2. Dispatching

Matching vehicles to waiting customers is another important aspect of fleet operation
as it influences waiting times as well as the operational efficiency [54]. Whilst complex so-
lutions potentially yield improvements in said quantities, they also increase the complexity.
Relatively simple heuristic approaches have proven to have a comparable performance
under a variety of circumstances [55] and were, therefore, used in the present study. Specif-
ically, two well-analyzed heuristic solutions [56] were used in our simulation:

• nearest idle taxi (NIT): new requests from customers are assigned to the closest vehicle
in a first-in-first-out manner. Implemented in SUMO under the designation greedy [43].

• nearest open request (NOR): vehicles becoming idle are assigned to the closest open
request. Implemented in SUMO under the designation greedyClosest [43].

3.4.3. Empty vehicle movement

Once vehicles have dropped off their customers, they either continue to the next
waiting customers—in case there are any—or need further instructions on where to go
before they are assigned to the next customer. Empty vehicle movement significantly affects
key indicators, such as the customer waiting time [57]. We examined a variety of heuristics
applicable to PRT systems:

• random idling (RI): vehicles drive around the network randomly until they are as-
signed to the next customer (implemented in SUMO [43]).

• go do depot (GTD): vehicles park in the depot in case they are unassigned.
• park closest + random idling (PC+RI): vehicles park at the closest station that provides

available parking berths. In case all berths are occupied, vehicles will idle randomly.
• park closest + go to depot (PC+GTD): Vehicles park at the closest station that provides

available parking berths. In case all berths are occupied, vehicles go to the depot.

3.5. Simulation Parameters

We aimed to obtain comprehensive insights into interactions of PRT system configura-
tions by varying the parameters described in particular above fully factorial. The parame-
ters and the respective values for the simulation are gathered in Table 3.

Table 3. Overview of simulation parameters.

Parameter Values

Fleetsize 15 to 49, increment: 1
Number of berths 1 to 5, increment 1

Dispatching strategy NIT, NOR
Rebalancing strategy RI, GTD, PC+RI, PC+GTD

3.6. Evaluation

We utilized two main indicators common in the analysis of transportation systems
in order to evaluate all configurations [28,31,34]. Due to its importance in mode choice,
the customer waiting time was chosen as the first central performance indicator. The
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waiting time is an extremely important predictor of transit use and has bigger impacts in
mode choice than costs [58]. We solely investigated the measured waiting time in order
to obtain objective results; however, it is worth mentioning that the perceived waiting
time in transportation is even longer and, therefore, increases the importance of the factor
further [59]. We defined waiting time as the time passing between calling a vehicle and
boarding said vehicle.

The second central indicator used in the present study was the occupancy of vehicles.
Occupancy is an important metric that yields insights on service profitability as well as
system efficiency [54]. We utilized the distance covered by the vehicles and calculated the
occupancy by dividing the driven distance with a passenger on board by the total distance
that the vehicle has driven over the complete simulation run.

occupancy =
distanceoccupied

distancetotal

4. Results

The following section presents the obtained simulation results for a fully factorial
variation in the aforementioned parameters and the presented performance indicators.
For the respective visualizations, results of specific parameters can be combined (values are
averaged) where needed; hence, the number of data points varies depending on the degree
of aggregation. Where applied, regression lines are produced using a one-dimensional
Gaussian filter.

4.1. Fleetsize Effects on Customer Waiting Time

Figure 4 shows the cummulative distribution function (CDF) of customer waiting times
for all examined fleetsizes. As expected, the waiting time is generally inversely proportional
to the fleetsize, meaning that customers face shorter waiting times with increasing numbers
of vehicles. When the fleetsize is small and the average waiting time amounts to several
minutes, the relation of the fleetsize and waiting time is linear. Once a certain threshold
is reached, an increase in the vehicle number does not yield any further decrease in the
travel time. For the present simulation, this point was reached once the 95th percentile of
customers waits less than three minutes, which can be achieved with 30 vehicles. Regarding
the correlation of the fleetsize and waiting time for vehicle numbers above this threshold,
a logarithmic curve occurs. The curve flattens significantly around the 85th percentile of
travelers. Deploying a large fleet therefore becomes more important when the mobility
service operator aims to guarantee shorter waiting times. In cases where longer waiting
times are occasionally acceptable while the majority of customers still experiences a high
level of service, a significant smaller amount of vehicles will suffice.�����������	��
� �������
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Figure 4. CDF of average waiting times for increasing fleetsizes.
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Whilst the finding that a larger fleet benefits the level of service for the user mostly
confirms expectations and underlines them with quantities, further insights can be found
in the data. In order to quantify the effect of increasing the number of vehicles, we analyze
its marginal utility, which is defined as:

marginal utility =
∆twaiting

∆ f leetsize

Looking at the resulting curve in Figure 5, it becomes evident that increasing the number of
vehicles is only useful to a certain threshold, after which service quality does not increase
any further. Before said threshold, utility decreases roughly linearly. Knowing the course
of the graph allows to define an optimal fleetsize for a given scenario.�����������	��
� ���������������������
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Figure 5. Marginal utility of increased fleetsizes.

4.2. Operating Strategy and Fleetsize

The full factorial simulation yields a large amount of differing configurations, which
are plotted in hindsight of the occupancy and average waiting time in Figure 6. The respec-
tive individual configurations are colored by fleetsize bins of five and each empty vehicle
behavior is marked with a different symbol. The parking capacity is not considered in
this visualization as the results of the different numbers of berths are averaged here for
better comprehensibility.

Regarding the first metric, occupancy, the superiority of strategies without random
idling is well visible. Both strategies belonging to said category (PC+GTD and GTD)
achieve occupancy values of around 50%. The reason for the ceiling regarding occupancy is
to be found in the asymmetric structure of the demand. Employees will travel to (from) the
hospital in the morning (evening) but only few trips with opposite directions occur during
morning (evening) rush hour. The operating strategies involving random idling (PC+RI
and RI) achieve occupancies that are significantly lower, partially dropping down to around
15% over the course of a full day. When the fleetsize decreases, the respective occupancies
increase monotonously. However, even with very small fleetsizes, the latter group of
policies fails to achieve occupancy values close to 50%. This, again, can be explained by
the demand pattern, which is highly variable over the course of the day, so only looking at
peak hours could yield substantially different results.

While they are not particularly efficient, operating strategies involving random idling
achieve notably shorter overall waiting times. Some achieve average waiting times of
merely 50 s. Keeping in mind the CDF shown in Figure 4, the majority of travelers will
only face even shorter waiting times due to the logarithmic course of the graph. It is worth
noting that PC+RI consistently yields shorter waiting times compared to RI.
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Looking at strategies involving parking, the lowest achieved waiting times with a
maximum fleetsize range at around 80 s, meaning a 60% increase compared to strategies
purely based on random idling. With a reduction in fleetsize, waiting times increase
drastically for both groups of strategies. To achieve the same average waiting time of
80 s, around five more vehicles are needed when parking at stations instead of idling
randomly. This is an important finding as it means that the operator can achieve the same
level of service with different system configurations: they could either deploy a smaller
fleet and let vehicles idle randomly or utilize more vehicles but make them park at stations.
A complex choice based on a trade-off between capital expenditure for vehicles and running
costs arises.

Figure 6. Occupancy of PRT systems with different fleetsizes and operating strategies.

4.3. Number of Berths and Fleetsize

Analyzing the data of strategies involving parking at stations yields further insights
into interrelations of the parameters. Figure 7 shows the configurations’ performances
regarding fleet occupancy and waiting time. Operational strategies are grouped into
strategies involving random idling (RI and PC+RI) and without random idling (PC+GTD
and GTD). Data points are colored by the number of berths at the stations. The regression
lines through simulation runs with equal numbers of berths growing monotonously show
that, for both groups of operating strategies, a larger number of berths decreases the waiting
time. In case of strategies involving random idling, both the waiting time and occupancy
are inversely proportional to the fleetsize. Depending on the number of berths, the courses
of the graphs are approximately parallel but shifted towards lower waiting times and
higher occupancies with an increased number of parking spaces. Looking at operational
strategies without idling (PC+GTD and GTD), a slight decrease in fleet occupancy is
visible for a smaller number of berths (note the different scalings of the vertical axes for
better readability). The aforementioned decrease in the marginal utility of larger fleetsizes
(Figure 5) can also be observed in this visualization as data points are dense at the smallest
achieved waiting times and become sparse for longer ones. Regarding the occupancy of
strategies involving idling, the course of the graph is degressive over increasing fleetsizes,
meaning that there is a threshold below which a reduction in the number of vehicles will
not lead to a further increase in fleet occupancy. Similar to the declining marginal utility of
increased fleetsizes, the benefit of more parking berths decreases as the absolute number
increases, as the spacing between regression lines shows.
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Figure 7. Occupancy of PRT systems with different numbers of berths, fleetsizes and grouped
operating strategies.

4.4. Dispatching Strategy

We compared two heuristic dispatching strategies, NIT and NOR, and evaluated their
effect on the average customer waiting time for the complete range of fleetsizes in Figure 8.
Operating strategies and the number of berths were averaged for this visualization to allow
for statements focusing on dispatching strategies.

The results show that dispatching strategy NOR outperforms NIT when fleetsizes are
below the point where no further decreases in waiting time can be achieved by increasing
the number of vehicles (Section 4.1). The difference between dispatching strategies is
directly proportional to the waiting times, resulting in fleetsizing. For fleetsizes up to
around 20 vehicles, choosing NIT instead of NOR allows the operator to use one less
vehicle. However, in those cases, the waiting times are unacceptably long, amounting to far
more than five minutes for rides taking around 2.5 min. Once acceptable waiting times of
less than three minutes are achieved, the difference between the two dispatching strategies
is marginal.�����������	
��� ����������
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Figure 8. Comparison of dispatching strategies NIT and NOR regarding average waiting time for
different fleetsizes.
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5. Summary and Conclusions

We presented an approach to modeling and analyzing PRT systems with regard to
the customer waiting time and fleet occupancy using the microscopic transport simu-
lator SUMO. Within a case study in the city of Bad Hersfeld, we varied multiple key
factors defining the system, such as the operational organization and infrastructure design.
The underlying demand for the city of Bad Hersfeld was obtained with state-of-the-art
methodology and resembles the predicted future passenger demand caused by an expan-
sion of the city’s hospital. We applied the developed simulation to this specific scenario
in order to prove the applicability of the approach and obtain meaningful results that can
be generalized in the future. We chose the level of service and efficiency as metrics, as
those represent the requirements of the customer as well as those of the operator, and are
established in the analysis of mobility systems. Our results show that the fleetsize is a
decisive factor when designing a PRT system. While the effects on the waiting time are
complex, it is evident that there is a threshold above which an increased number of vehicles
does not yield further improvements regarding customer waiting times. Generally, a larger
fleet becomes less efficient regarding fleet utilization. However, in many cases, there is
not one optimal fleetsize, as the requirements and focus of each PRT system vary. Some
might favor minimal operational costs, whereas others emphasize capital expenditures or
customer satisfaction, and therefore maximize the level of service. Infrastructure, consisting
of guideways and stations, is a decisive component of transportation systems. Regarding
the number of berths at stations, it can be stated that a higher number of berths increases
fleet utilization and decreases waiting time, and is therefore favorable for a PRT system.
This is valid independent of the fleetsize. However, the effect of the number of berths is
comparably small to that of operating strategies. Strategies allowing the vehicles to roam
around the network when unoccupied decrease waiting times by up to 60% compared
to those sending vehicles to a station or the depot when unoccupied. As a downside,
the former strategies achieve significantly lower fleet utilization rates (25% compared to
50%). This drawback can be compensated by decreasing the fleetsize. Again, the afore-
mentioned trade-off between capital expenditures of fleet acquisition and running costs
becomes apparent. Overall, the results prove that, when trying to meet certain target values
regarding the chosen performance metrics, similar results can be achieved with different
configurations. Quantifying and understanding the interconnections of the parameters is,
therefore, highly important, and should be a future research focus. The findings obtained
in this specific case study can be generalized by applying the presented methodology
to a variety of generic demand patterns and network structures. The key results of this
study include:

• The benefit of increasing the fleetsize is limited. The threshold can be assessed by
calculating its marginal utility.

• The number of berths has relatively little impact on the efficiency and service quality
compared to the operating strategy and fleetsize.

• Random idling is necessary when minimal waiting times are a priority.
• Comparable results regarding the efficiency and service quality can be achieved with

different PRT system configurations with regard to the fleetsize, number of berths,
and operating strategy.

6. Discussion

While we presented our methodology and results in the previous sections, this section
provides a critical discussion of the validity, possible applications, and limitations, as
well as advisable future research directions. With regard to the validity, our results are
consistent and in line with prior research by other scientists. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, there are no contradictions between our results and those of other researchers.
Our simulation was conducted using state-of-the-art, well-established open-source software.
In addition, the demand dataset, which serves as a base for our simulation runs, is available
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open source and was published by a renowned research facility. To assess our results, we
used indicators commonly applied in the research field of transportation systems.

6.1. Limitations

As our model is, inherently, a simplification of reality, there are limitations. We aimed
to produce generalizable results and therefore renounced the detailed modeling of one
manufacturer’s specific system. This means, consequently, that each respective system
might exhibit slight deviations from our results; for example, acceleration or maximum
speed values of the vehicles might differ. However, the values that we used to parameterize
our simulation do not deviate far from the respective manufacturer values and we are
therefore convinced that, while slight deviations might occur, the overall conclusions apply
to PRT systems currently on the market or under development. The simulation itself,
conducted in the proven framework SUMO, entails few limitations. One can be found in
the boarding and alighting process, which we modeled statically based on a pessimistic
assumption instead of a stochastic process. Moreover, we did not consider the pooling of
rides. As with the nature of PRT, passengers travel alone in our model. However, numbers
of different ride-hailing platforms show that pooling might be a promising approach to
more efficient transportation systems, which might necessitate its consideration in future
research. With regard to simulation inputs, the main limitation arises from the demand
that our results are based upon. As it dictates the necessary vehicle movements in the
simulation, its influence on the results cannot be neglected. While the authors expect the
results to be proportionally constant in response to quantitative changes in the demand
(down- or upscaling, up to capacity limits of the network), qualitative changes could lead to
different results. If, for example, the asymmetric structure of the user demand was changed
to be more or completely symmetric, another achievable limit for vehicle occupancy would
occur. A systematic, quantitative analysis of the influence of demand structure is therefore
a promising research direction. Furthermore, the given demand models an archetypal
weekday. It does not include anomalies, special events, or other divergences from day-
to-day mobility demand, which would change travel demand punctually (temporal and
spatial). The occurrence of such deviations from normal operation could yield implications
on the system design and should therefore be researched further. Furthermore, our model
is limited to demand situations below the capacity limit, which is expected to be at around
10,000 persons per hour. This is due to the stations, guideways, and vehicle control.
Different station designs lead to different person throughputs. Thus, stations should
be modeled microscopically once an hourly number of passengers larger than that of
the least performant station layout is reached. However, as our underlying demand is
distinctively below said limit, we applied a pessimistic assumption for boarding and
alighting times and did not model stations in detail. Regarding guideways and vehicle
control, both system components must be configured to handle a constant stream of
multiple thousand vehicles per hour. This requires a car-following model able to reduce
inter-vehicle time gaps to as little as 0.5 s, as well as merges facilitating the seamless
joining of two lanes at said inter-vehicle gaps. As our model relies on SUMO’s Krauss
car-following model, as well as a junction-type zipper, we expect the simulated PRT system
to be unable to reach the calculated maximum capacity. This, however, is reasonable for
multiple reasons. Relying on standard SUMO elements allows other researchers to use and
modify our framework. Furthermore, any demand leading to problems regarding vehicle
and guideways would exceed the station’s limitations significantly. In addition, such
numbers are simply unreasonable in our case as a passenger volume of 10,000 passengers
per hour would mean that four times the demand that we apply over the course of 24 h
ought to occur in just one single hour. Although we used the specific case of Bad Hersfeld
to assess different PRT system configurations, we consider our results relevant for other
cities. As PRT is, by definition, separated from other traffic, country-specific regulations
and traffic conditions do not affect the system performance and a comparable solution
could be built in the same manner all over the world. We consider the utilized indicators
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significant for arbitrary scenarios. While the concrete values of acceptable waiting times
or realistic acquisition and running costs might differ in specific situations, the chosen
indicators reflecting the efficiency and service quality will always be relevant. Still, our
results are limited regarding monetary considerations, as we do not consider the acquisition
and running cost in our analysis. Some parameters, such as the number of berths at a
station, could lead to nonlinearly increasing costs and would therefore make detailed
financial modeling necessary.

6.2. Future Research Directions

The present study enclosed a multitude of relevant insights for the design of PRT
systems. Especially valuable is the obtained knowledge on the impact and potential of
the respective parameters, as it helps to structure future research accordingly. PRT still
offers a variety of directions open for further work. From our perspective, future research
should focus on increasing the generalizability of the results and should therefore establish
a deeper understanding of how and under which circumstances PRT systems can be built
and run efficiently with the goal of creating sustainable transportation systems for liveable
cities. This could, for instance, be achieved by applying the presented methodology to
generic network structures, such as grids, spiderwebs, etc., and quantifying their impact
and demand patterns. Furthermore, the simulation model could be enhanced in different
ways; for example, by modeling the process at stations in detail or by implementing more
complex dispatching strategies, such as global bipartite matching or reactive and predictive
rebalancing strategies. Varying demand patterns as well as vehicle and infrastructure
parameterizations could also bring further insights. The range of performance indicators
could be increased; for example, by energy consumption or operational costs. The cost
for right of way for guideways as well as stations should be considered in the form of
internal and/or external costs, as it is a highly complex topic and is expected to impact a
PRT system’s feasibility significantly. This could finally lead to a holistic assessment of the
complete system.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

AV autonomous vehicle
CDF cummulative distribution function
GTD go do depot
LRT light rail transit
NIT nearest idle taxi
NOR nearest open request
ODM origin destination matrix
OSM open street map
PC+GTD park closest + go to depot
PC+RI park closest + random idling
PRT personal rapid transit
PT public transport
RI random idling
SUMO Simulation of Urban Mobility
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